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Abstract—Our ability to generate ever-larger, increasingly-complex data, has established the need for scalable methods that identify,
and provide insight into, important variable trends and interactions. Query-driven methods are among the small subset of techniques
that are able to address both large and highly complex datasets. This paper presents a new method that increases the utility of query-
driven techniques by visually conveying statistical information about the trends that exist between variables in a query. In this method,
correlation fields, created between pairs of variables, are used with the cumulative distribution functions of variables expressed in a
user’s query. This integrated use of cumulative distribution functions and correlation fields visually reveals, with respect to the solution
space of the query, statistically important interactions between any three variables, and allows for trends between these variables to
be readily identified. We demonstrate our method by analyzing interactions between variables in two flame-front simulations.
Index Terms—Multivariate Data, Query-Driven Visualization
1 INTRODUCTION
Obstacles hindering scientific research may be broadly categorized
into two separate but overlapping groups. The first category, con-
cerned mainly with issues of throughput, includes the challenges in-
herent to efficiently managing and visualizing large-scale datasets.
The second category includes the difficulties associated with attaining
insight from datasets of high-complexity.
Query-driven visualization (QDV) is well-suited for performing
analysis and visualization on datasets that are both large and highly
complex [19, 20]. Tools like FastBit leverage highly efficient (in terms
of speed and compression) data management techniques to rapidly
identify and visualize “regions of interest” within a dataset [8, 13, 14,
15]. Specified as Boolean range queries (e.g., (Methane < 0.25M)
AND (760 Torr ≤ Pressure ≤ 820 Torr)), these regions of interest
tend to be significantly smaller subsets of the original dataset; thus,
these regions require less time and computational effort to analyze,
visualize, and interpret.
Well-characterized range queries are capable of identifying spatial
regions where many domain-specific events occur: combustion flame
fronts, vortices, chemical reaction fronts, etc. Beyond indicating these
regions, however, queries reveal little about variable interactions or
complex trends that lie in the domain of these characterizations. In
such regions of interest, it is the behavioral trends between variables,
or groups of variables, that are more important in providing insight
than the traits or locations of individual variables alone. The chal-
lenge is to extend the strengths of QDV with methods that identify
behavioral trends and provide insight into regions of interest through
coherent and meaningful visualizations.
The novel contributions of this work are techniques that extend the
capabilities of QDV by providing intuitive insight in determining:
• how sets of variables in complex datasets interact throughout re-
gions of interest, and
• the role other variables play in influencing these interactions.
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We utilize the cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) of all vari-
ables in a query, to reveal initial information about statistical regions of
interest within the query’s solution space. The CDF for each variable
is formed by integrating over the query’s solution space and accumu-
lating the variable’s values as a histogram. Statistically, the solution
set of a query is represented as an aggregate of histograms, one his-
togram for each variable expressed in the query.
We extend this analysis further by incorporating the use of correla-
tion fields. Correlation fields provide insight into localized correlation
between any two variables. By mapping a correlation field onto a third
variable’s isosurfaces (specifically, the statistically important isovalues
suggested by the variable’s CDF), statistically important interactions
between any three variables in a dataset are readily visualized, allow-
ing for trends between variables in a user’s query to be identified.
In this method, CDFs and correlation fields are constrained to the
query’s solution space. By working exclusively in the query’s solution
space, this method takes full advantage of the performance benefits in-
herent to QDV strategies. Specifically, computational efforts are only
focused on regions that have been rapidly identified (via a query en-
gine) as “interesting” by the user’s query. This method’s integrated
analysis extends current query solutions by revealing statistical trends
of interactivity (i.e., dependency and independence) between any triad
of variables in the solution space of the query.
We discuss research related to our efforts in the next section. Sec-
tion 3 defines the terminology used to describe multivariate queries.
We utilize this terminology, in Section 4, to describe our method. In
Section 5, we present a detailed discussion of variable interactions in
the context of flame-front analysis. Concluding remarks are given in
Section 6.
2 PREVIOUS WORK
Numerous methods have been developed for the management and vi-
sualization of large datasets. Some of the more effective software so-
lutions include local adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) [4], and the
bitvector compression schemes used in query based strategies [20].
Based on adaptive numerical discretization techniques used to ap-
proximate solutions for partial differential equations (PDE), AMR al-
gorithms work on the principle that many physical phenomenon (e.g.,
second-order systems such as wave equations, particles interfaces, ra-
diative heat transfer, charged-fluid plasma models, low-Mach combus-
tion, etc.) exhibit variations in scale [4]. Standard numerical solu-
tions require the discretization of the phenomenon’s domain space to
be within an acceptable margin of error (as determined by the alge-
braic analogues of the PDE). In many cases, due to the need for high
resolution (i.e., due to discontinuities), the discretization becomes very
dense and costly.
Rather than creating a uniform grid of high density, AMR begins
(a) Photographed Flame (b) Illustrated Flame
Fig. 1. These images show photographed (a) and illustrated (b)
methane combustion. The illustration, at right, also labels the principle
regions of the methane flame involved in the combustion process. The
outer region (1) corresponds to the atmospheric environment, around
the methane fuel source, consisting of nitrogen, oxygen, and small
amounts of water. The mixing region (2) contains the fuel source and
thus the highest concentration of methane. The reaction region (3) is
where the “flame fronts” and a diverse collection of chemical intermedi-
ates reside. The product region (4) contains the highest concentration
of water and carbon dioxide – the final products in the combustion pro-
cess.
with a relatively course grid and adaptively refines the mesh resolu-
tion only in regions requiring higher levels of accuracy. The range of
resolution is usually fixed with an assigned initial coarse resolution.
Regions requiring further detail are refined recursively until either the
maximum level of refinement is reached, or the desired level of accu-
racy has been achieved. For a single simulation, numerous levels of
refinement are possible. Advantages of AMR include dramatically re-
duced storage requirements and computational analysis (on a per-node
basis).
Strategies based upon QDV are designed on the premise that
smaller subsets of data are usually the genesis of insight or break-
throughs to new trends [2, 9]. The goal of query-driven analysis is the
rapid isolation and visualization of “interesting data” (as determined
by user dictated Boolean range queries) from the dataset. One of the
most daunting challenges in data analysis is the rapid identification
and retrieval of these records. Efficient compressed bitmap index tech-
nologies, like FastBit [19, 20], achieve this goal through compression
and accelerated algorithms that allow for the rapid retrieval of queried
records.
The field of multivariate visualization has also been actively re-
searched. Scatterplot matrices are perhaps the most direct visualiza-
tion of correlation between multiple variables [18]. The primary lim-
itation of scatterplot matrices lies in the fact that scatterplots show
correlations in data range space, but do not offer the ability to see such
correlations in the native spatial coordinates of the dataset.
Methods for determining correlation have been well studied, and
there are many approaches established for measuring correlation be-
tween pairs of scalar variables [10]. The use of scalar field gradients
as a comparison measure of correlation [6] was recently used in work
that utilized Multifield-graphs [12]. In that work, correlation between
sets of variables (i.e., fields) was visualized with a graph structure.
Parallel coordinates are a compact, two-dimensional visualization
of trends between multiple variables [11]. The concept of parallel
coordinates was extended by Fua et al. [7] to support large datasets,
clustering, and interactive brushing. Blended texture approaches for
two-dimensional scalar fields have also been explored with the goal of
compactly conveying as much information as possible about variable
trends on a single surface [16, 17].
While two-dimensional visualizations of multivariate correlation
are common, three-dimensional and time-varying visualizations are
comparatively rare. Akiba et al. [1] have performed initial work in the
area of higher dimensional multivariate rendering by utilizing a paral-
lel coordinates-based transfer function widget to direct the rendering
of multivariate and time-varying datasets.
There is still a need for methods, applicable to large multivariate
data, that elucidate how variables behave and interact within regions
of interest. In this paper, we combine CDFs and correlation fields to
extend the solutions generated by QDV approaches. With this method
we are able to evaluate (with respect to the query’s solution space)
any three variables, and the interactions between these variables, in a
meaningful way.
3 CUMULATIVE DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS AND CORRELA-
TION FIELDS
In this section we formalize two principle statistical concepts used in
our method. The first portion of this section defines the CDF construc-
tion performed for each variable used in a given query. The second
part of this section explains the process for creating correlation fields
between two variables. Correlation fields are used, with the CDFs of
the query’s variables, to visually evaluate any three variables, and the
interactions between these variables, within the solution space of the
query.
3.1 The Univariate Universe
Let a finite universe U be defined such that U ( R3. Additionally,
let U be defined to be univariate; there exists exactly one mapping
function, f, considered valid on U that maps each of U ’s elements
f : R3 → R. This is the usual definition for a scalar field dataset in R3
space.
A common notion in such a universe is that of the level set. In U ,
level sets are defined implicitly through the mapping function f. Thus,
the explicit level set for any real value a is equivalent to the exhaustive
solution of the inverted mapping function when evaluated at a (i.e.,
f−1(a)). Notationally, Sf→a denotes the explicit level set formed for
the real value a by the mapping function f in the universe U :
Sf→a = {x : (x ∈U )∧ (f : x→ a)} (1)
When U ( R2 or U ( R3, these level sets are used to construct
isocurves and isosurfaces respectively.
Without loss of generality, we assume that a finite number of level
sets (Sf→a, . . . ,Sf→n) are generated by f, and that the cardinality of
these sets is also finite. We observe that the mapping function f may
then be represented by the discrete random variable Xf. This random
variable takes any real value (a, . . . ,n) from the possible functional
mappings of f, and thus describes the distribution behavior of the real-
valued function f over the sample space ofU . Appropriately, a proba-
bility mass function (PMF) forXf, denoted pXf , may be constructed:
pXf(a) = P(Xf = a) =
‖Sf→a‖
‖U ‖ (2)
Here P(Xf = a), or more generally P(E), denotes the probability of
event E occurring. Specifically, Equation 2 states the probability that
the mapping function f will map a randomly selected element in U
to the real value a. Combining all PMFs for a single random variable
forms the appropriate CDF, denoted FXf , forXf:
FXf(n) = P(Xf ≤ n) =
‖⋃i=ni=aSf→i‖
‖U ‖ (3)
Here Equation 3 states the probability that the mapping function f will
map a randomly selected element in U to any real value between a
and n (inclusive).
3.2 The Multivariate Universe
We extend this definition of a random variable to the case of mul-
tivariate universes where there exists multiple valid mapping func-
tions (f,g, . . . ,k) that map each of U ’s elements (f,g, . . . ,k : R3 →
R). As with the univariate universe, a unique random variable,
Xf,Xg, . . . ,Xk, may be created for each valid mapping function that
describes the distribution behavior of this real-valued function over the
sample space of U .
For each of these random variables, a joint PMF and CDF may be
defined. For example, given real constraints for random variable Xg
in a multivariate universe U , the joint mass and distribution functions
ofXf are expressed:
pXf|Xg(a|c≤Xg ≤ d) =
‖Sf→a
⋂ ⋃i=d
i=c Sg→i‖
‖U ‖ (4)
FXf|Xg(n|c≤Xg ≤ d) =
‖⋃i=ni=aSf→i ⋂ ⋃i=di=c Sg→i‖
‖U ‖ (5)
Observe that Equations 4 and 5 above may be extended such that
the conditioning of random variable Xf includes any additional ran-
dom variables (Xh, . . . ,Xk) that define distributions of valid mapping
functions on U .
3.3 Multivariate Queries
We define a Boolean query, q, as a composite function that operates on
those mapping functions considered valid on U . More formally, q :
(f : R3 → R)→ B, resulting in the solution set for the query, denoted
asQ:
Q = {x : (x ∈U )∧ (q : (f : x→ R)→ 1)} (6)
Note that if U is multivariate, the query function may extend to in-
clude any of the possible valid mapping functions for U .
The solution setQ is a reduced sample space of U . Appropriately,
the level sets valid in Q for each mapping function will also be re-
duced (to some degree) from their unconditioned counterparts. These
reduced level sets visually represent the conditional reduction imposed
by the constraints of the composite query function q. For our purposes
we restrict such general query functions to be Boolean range queries
(e.g., “X < 100, X > 10, or 0< X < 10”) where continuous regions of
U are defined to be inQ.
3.4 Correlation Fields
The differential operator 5 acts as a composite function that can take
any mapping function valid on U to construct a gradient field in R3.
Given two mapping functions (for illustrative purposes, f and g),
represented by respective random variables Xf and Xg, a scalar field
indicating the localized correlation measured between these two vari-
ables may be constructed by observing the cosine of the angle between
the two corresponding gradient fields generated by 5f and 5g. In our
method, this measurement of correlation is taken by observing the nor-
malized dot product between the two gradient fields. Using random
variablesXf andXg, the correlation field is represented:
CXfXg =5f ·5g (7)
Correlation coefficients (being summary statistics) and scatterplots
are only indicators of “global” trends. Correlation fields, on the other
hand, are useful for the spatial and “local” analysis of correlation; they
identify regions, restricted to a particular query’s solution set, where
important variable interactions and trends take place.
Fig. 2. Colormap used for pseudocoloring both correlation and scalar
concentration fields. Blue corresponds to negative correlation within
correlation fields, green to very little or no correlation, and red to positive
correlation. For scalar concentrations, the lowest concentration values
map to blue, while higher values map to red.
4 METHOD
In our method, we utilize CDFs in conjunction with correlation fields
to elucidate how variables in a given query interact. Given the solution
set Q for a specific Boolean range query in a multivariate universe,
we conduct our analysis in the following manner. We first begin by
determining the individual “contributions” toQmade by each variable
in the query. This is performed by integrating over the reduced sample
space of Q, and recording each variable’s values in a histogram (one
histogram per variable).
Next, these variables are classified based upon their respective his-
tograms. This classication is performed by sorting the entries in each
variable’s histogram by frequency of occurrence in Q. From the def-
initions in Sections 3.1 and 3.2, we observe that this is equivalent to
defining each variable’s distribution in Q as a random variable, and
sorting all possible values for these random variables based upon prob-
ability (as expressed in Equation 4). Additionally, we observe that
these histogram entries are represented by level sets, and thus isosur-
faces, in Q. Continuing with this notion of level sets, the following
general classification is performed:
• Level sets for a given variable with a probability greater than one
standard deviation above the mean of the variable’s other level
set probabilities are labeled as principle level sets. Principle level
sets make up the majority of the query’s solution. These level
sets offer the most potential for gaining insight, when used in
conjunction with a correlation field, as they convey the most rep-
resentative behavior of the variable in the reduced sample space
ofQ.
• All other level sets are secondary level sets.
After determining the principle level sets, any two variables of inter-
est are selected to construct a correlation field – performed by observ-
ing the normalized dot product between two generated gradient fields
as shown in Equation 7. Note that the chosen variables do not have to
be part of the query, merely constrained by it. Working exclusively in
the query’s solution space allows for this method to take full advantage
of performance benefits inherent to QDV strategies. Specifically, com-
putational efforts are only focused on regions that have been rapidly
identified (via a query engine) as “interesting” by the user’s query.
Principle level sets are then rendered through this correlation field
as isosurfaces and “colored” with the transfer function correspond-
ing to the correlation field generated from the two previously selected
variables. This method of exploration offers several levels of insight.
Consider two variables Xf and Xg. Let CXfXg be the correlation
field between Xf and Xg. To explore the interaction of a third vari-
ableXh with CXfXg , we render isosurfaces (from respective principal
level sets) ofXh colored by scalar values from CXfXg . Below, we dis-
cuss two behaviors that may be observed in this type of visualization
(additional behaviors are addressed in Section 5):
• Behavior: Isosurfaces of Xh are consistently multi-colored,
with strong positive, zero, and strong negative correlation inter-
mixed across the surface.
OR
Isosurfaces ofXh are predominantly and consistently colored by
either strong positive, zero, or strong negative correlation.
Interpretation: This type of behavior indicates little correlation
between Xh, and the correlation field CXfXg . If varying Xh
consistently shows either no change in the correlation between
Xf and Xg, or “random” changes, it is difficult to infer any re-
lationship betweenXh and CXfXg .
• Behavior: Isosurfaces of Xh are colored predominantly with
a single correlation value (e.g., strong positive, zero, or strong
negative). As the isosurface value changes, the predominant cor-
relation value coloring the surface also changes.
Interpretation: This behavior indicates the possible existence of
a scientifically-important relationship between Xh and CXfXg .
Fig. 3. From the methane combustion dataset, temperature isosurface
values of 300, 1000, and 1800 degrees Celsius are shown “colored”
with the correlation field derived from oxygen (O2) and carbon dioxide
(CO2) (see Figure 4(c)). Note that the isotherms lie in regions of strong
negative correlation, regardless of temperature value; this is visually
evident because each surface is predominantly colored blue (negative
correlation from Figure 2). Physically, this indicates that any correlation
between O2 and CO2 (shown in Figure 4(c)) is independent of tempera-
ture.
One explanation of this behavior may be that variable Xh influ-
ences the correlation between Xf and Xg. Another explanation
may be that the correlation betweenXf andXg effects the value
of the variableXh.
Using this visualization method, it is instructive to look for iso-
surface regions corresponding to near-zero correlation. Unlike areas
of positive or negative correlation (low entropy, high mutual informa-
tion), near-zero correlation regions correspond to areas of high entropy
and low mutual information. The Intermediate Value Theorem may
be used to show that to move from an area of positive correlation to
an area of negative correlation, or vice versa, one must pass through
a point of zero correlation. As with any system, the corresponding
increase in entropy must be caused by external events or internal pro-
cesses. If large parts of an isosurface of one variable coherently fol-
low such a transformation between two other variables (positive to
negative, or negative to positive), then it is likely that the isosurface
rendered at the point of near-zero correlation between the two other
variables is important to the external event or internal process caus-
ing the entropy change. This method’s utility is its ability to identify
the transitions (i.e., areas of maximal entropy) that indicate regions of
important change or interactivity between variables within the user’s
query.
5 APPLICATION AND ANALYSIS
We apply the techniques developed in Sections 3 and 4 to two com-
bustion datasets. The first dataset models the combustion of a methane
flame, while the second dataset models the turbulent combustion of an
ultra-lean premixed hydrogen flame.
In the study of combustion, it is important to understand flame
anatomy. Figure 1 shows photographed and illustrated methane com-
bustion. In the illustrated image, important regions of the flame are
labelled:
1. The outer region, in light blue, corresponds to the atmospheric
environment, found around the fuel source, consisting of nitro-
gen, oxygen, and trace amounts of water.
2. The mixture region, in green, corresponds to the region in which
the fuel source, and thus the highest concentration of methane,
exists. Note that in this region, oxygen and other atmospheric
gasses also still exist.
3. The reaction region, in red, is the most complex region chemi-
cally. In this region, “flame fronts” arise along the leading fronts
of fuel and oxygen combustion.
4. The product region, in blue, contains the highest concentration
of both water and carbon dioxide – the final products of methane
combustion.
The above information also generalizes to hydrogen combustion
flames. In both methane and hydrogen combustion mechanisms, inter-
mediate compounds and radical species are produced and consumed in
the reaction region. The numerous interactions between these species,
and the more stable chemical species (i.e., the hydrogen or methane
fuel, oxygen, nitrogen, etc.), form a sequence of events we define as
combustion. In the remainder of this section we explore the methane
and hydrogen combustion datasets, using our method to identify sci-
entifically interesting relationships between variables.
5.1 Methane Combustion
We discuss in detail the application and resulting analysis of our
method to a methane combustion dataset1. The abbreviated, general
chemical equation for methane combustion is shown in Equation 8 be-
low:
Here, oxygen (O2) and methane (CH4) react to produce water (H2O),
carbon dioxide (CO2), and energy (λ ). Ethylene (C2H4), one of the
intermediate chemical species produced and consumed in the combus-
tion process, is shown above the red loop.
Our analysis focuses on isosurfaces of temperature (i.e., isotherms)
in respect to two separate correlation fields: the correlation field de-
rived from O2 and CO2, and the correlation field derived from H2O
and C2H4.
To begin, Figure 4 depicts the concentrations of O2 and CO2 ((a)
and (b), respectively). In these images, red regions indicate areas of
high concentrations and blue regions indicate areas of low concentra-
tions. Figure 4(c) shows a 2-dimensional slice of the correlation field
derived from O2 and CO2. For this image, red regions indicate strong
positive correlation, blue regions indicate strong negative correlation,
and green regions indicate regions where there is little to no correla-
tion.
Note that areas of strong positive correlation (visible in the mixing
regions) in Figure 4(c), which are not discernable in either Figure 4(a)
or (b), are a result of using normalized dot products to construct the
correlation field. Normalization allows for the observation of interac-
tions between these gasses, even at trace concentration levels.
To interpret the correlation image in Figure 4(c), observe that in the
blue regions (i.e., when moving to the center of the image from either
just left or right of center), the concentrations of CO2 and O2 are si-
multaneously increasing and decreasing respectively; in red regions,
O2 concentrations increase in the same direction as CO2. In the green
regions, because they are uncorrelated, no discernible trend exists be-
tween O2 and CO2. Observing Figure 1(b), it is clear that the region
where O2 and CO2 are positively correlated in Figure 4(c) corresponds
to the mixture region. Figure 4(c) shows strong negative correlation
outside the mixture region, especially on the mixture region’s outer
edge, and in the whole of the product region. This negative correlation
in the product region is intuitive from the inverse relationship shared
between these two chemical species as defined in Equation 8 (i.e., O2
is a reactant and CO2 is a product).
Coloring the isosurfaces of a single variable with the correlation
field derived from two other variables is useful in identifying the im-
portant interactions occurring, or trends shared, between all three vari-
ables (as discussed in Section 4). Figure 3 depicts isosurfaces of in-
creasing temperature that are colored with the correlation field shown
in Figure 4(c). All isosurfaces in Figure 3 (shown at 300, 1000, and
1The sample data used in this example is related to a simulation [3, 5]
of a lean premixed turbulent methane flame, which incorporates 20 chemical
species and 84 reactions.
(a) Oxygen (O2) concentrations (b) Carbon Dioxide (CO2) concentrations (c) Correlation space for O2 and CO2
Fig. 4. Oxygen (O2) and carbon dioxide (CO2) concentrations from the methane combustion dataset are shown in (a) and (b), respectively. The
derived correlation field for these two gasses is shown in (c). Areas of strong positive correlation (shown in red) in the mixing regions in (c), which
do not appear in either (a) or (b), are a result of using normalized dot products to construct the correlation field. Normalization allows for the
observation of interactions between these gasses, even at trace concentration levels.
(a) Water (H2O) concentrations (b) Ethylene (C2H4) concentrations (c) Correlation space for H2O and C2H4
Fig. 5. Water (H2O) and ethylene (C2H4) concentrations from the methane combustion dataset are shown in (a) and (b), respectively. The derived
correlation field for these two gasses is shown in (c). The switch from strong positive correlation to strong negative correlation in the reaction
region corresponds to the area in which C2H4 is both produced and consumed, and H2O is produced, in the process of combustion. The strong
correlation (both positive and negative) in the center of the flame, as well as the atmospheric region, demonstrates the correlation field’s ability to
show fine-scale interactions (see also Figure 4(c)).
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)
Fig. 6. These images depict increasing ((a) through (f)) isosurface values of temperature (isotherms) colored by values of the correlation field
derived from water (H2O) and ethylene (C2H4) (see Figure 5(c)). As temperature values increase, the predominant correlation between H2O and
C2H4 along the isotherms shifts from strongly positive (red) in (a), to strongly negative (blue) in (f). This shift suggests that temperature is itself
negatively correlated with the H2O-C2H4 correlation.
1800 degrees Celsius) lie in regions of strong negative correlation, re-
gardless of temperature value; this is visually evident because each
surface is predominantly colored blue (negative correlation from Fig-
ure 2). This indicates that temperature has little influence on the re-
lationship between O2 and CO2, or conversely, that any interactions
between O2 and CO2 are independent of temperature (i.e., they are nei-
ther exothermic or endothermic which indicates that these two species
are NOT reactive in this simulation).
As a second example in this dataset, we examine the relationship
between the stable species H2O, which exists in the product region,
and the intermediate species C2H4, which exists primarily in the reac-
tion region. As previously mentioned, interactions between interme-
diate species and more stable species are essential for combustion to
occur. Figure 5 shows concentrations of H2O and C2H4 ((a) and (b) re-
spectively), and the corresponding correlation field generated between
these two variables in (c). Interestingly, the switch from strong positive
correlation to strong negative correlation in the reaction region corre-
sponds to the area in which ethylene is both produced and consumed,
and water is produced, in the process of combustion. Areas of strong
correlation (both positive and negative) in the center of the flame, as
well as in the atmospheric region, demonstrate the correlation field’s
ability to show fine-scale trends (see also Figure 4(c)).
As with our first example, it is possible to color isotherms with val-
ues in the H2O-C2H4 correlation field as shown in Figure 6. Unlike
Figure 3, which showed little correlation between temperature and the
O2-CO2 correlation, temperature seems to be correlated (to some de-
gree) with the relationship between H2O and C2H4. Visually, this is
supported by Figure 6. At low temperature, Figure 6(a), the isotherm is
in the mixture region. Along the isotherm in the concentration fields,
the gradients point inward, thus yielding strong positive correlation
in the correlation field. This correlation means that the direction of
greatest increasing H2O concentration is very similar to the direction
of greatest increasing C2H4 concentration.
As the temperature value increases, the isosurface moves steadily
into the reaction region. Along these isotherms the correlation be-
tween H2O and C2H4 begins to change. By the third isotherm (Fig-
ure 6(c)) there is little correlation between the chemical species (as
per Figure 2, green indicates regions of near-zero correlation). Thus,
over the isotherm, one can infer very little about changes in H2O con-
centration from changes in C2H4 concentration (and vice versa).
It is in these regions of near-zero correlation where we make the
following observation. As discussed in Section 4, those regions where
the correlation field for two variables is uniformly minimal over a pre-
dominant region on the isosurface of a third variable indicate areas of
important changes or interactivity between all three variables. Addi-
tionally, if large parts of an isosurface of one variable coherently fol-
low a transformation in correlation between two other variables (pos-
itive to negative, or negative to positive) as depicted in Figure 6(c),
then it is likely that the isosurface rendered at the point of near-zero
correlation between the two other variables is important to the external
event or internal process causing the entropy change.
To interpret this in the context of our dataset, we know that C2H4 is a
temporary species formed and consumed in the process of combustion.
In the flame front regions, we expect the concentration of such species
to be relatively high. Conversely, we expect H2O concentrations to be
relatively low on the edge of the flame front. The correlation between
C2H4 and H2O will then be minimal, i.e., higher entropically, in these
areas where the production and consumption of C2H4, and production
of H2O is greatest (i.e., the regions at, or near, the flame fronts).
Increasing the temperature further reveals regions of strong neg-
ative correlation, specifically in the product region. We know from
basic knowledge about the regions (see Figures 5(a) and (b)), that con-
centrations of H2O are low in the mixture and outer region (where the
temperature is also low), thus the correlation field indicates that C2H4
concentrations should also be low. In the product region, where the
temperature is hottest, we know that concentrations of H2O are high
so that from the correlation field we then know that concentrations of
C2H4 should be very low. This pattern suggests that temperature itself
is negatively correlated with the correlation between H2O and C2H4.
5.2 Hydrogen Combustion
In this section, we discuss the application and resulting analysis of
our method to a hydrogen combustion dataset2. The general chemical
equation for hydrogen combustion is: O2 +2H2 ⇒ 2H2O+λ . Rather
than focusing on the abridged, general reaction, we instead analyze
two intermediate reactions principle to the formation of water in com-
bustion:
Equation 9 shows a hydrogen radical (H) interacting with elemental
oxygen (O2) to produce a perhydroxyl radical (HO2). Equation 10
shows a hydroxyl radical (OH) reacting with HO2 to produce water
(H2O) and O2.
In the hydrogen combustion dataset, isosurfaces of increasing H2O
and H concentrations are separately rendered through a correlation
field constructed from O2 and HO2.
Figures 7(a) and 7(b) show the concentrations of O2 and HO2, re-
spectively. Here, as with the methane example, red regions indicate
the highest concentrations of a given species and blue indicates the
regions of lowest concentrations. Figure 7(c) depicts a 2-dimensional
slice of the correlation field generated between the gradients of these
two chemical species. In this image, red regions indicate strong pos-
itive correlation, blue regions indicate strong negative correlation and
green regions indicate regions where there is little to no correlation.
Figure 8 depicts isosurfaces of increasing concentrations of H2O
that have been colored by values from the correlation field derived
from O2 and HO2 (see Figure 7(c)). These rendered isosurfaces ex-
hibit “striations“ (i.e., bands of negative, zero, and positive correlation)
in the correlation field. With increasing concentrations of H, correla-
tion is shown to increase within each striation. This behavior suggests
that H concentration is positively correlated with the O2-HO2 correla-
tion.
A possible explanation for the positive correlations, exhibited
across striations of negative, zero, and positive correlation, is that in
the hydrogen dataset, unlike the methane dataset, burning occurs un-
evenly along the isotherms. Such variations in combustion influences
both the rates of reactions and the locations of reaction fronts. As such,
transitions in correlation are expected to occur at different concentra-
tions in the isosurfaces of H2O (as Figure 8 seems to depict).
Observe the areas of highest entropy (green) on isosurfaces of
medium H2O concentration in Figures 8(b), (c), and (d). These areas
indicate the regions in which the reaction from Equation 10 is most
likely to occur. Note that for higher-concentration H2O isosurfaces
(Figures 8(e) and (f)), entropy has decreased, corresponding to high
positive correlation between O2 and HO2.
These observations suggest that areas of high H2O production are
not necessarily areas of high H2O concentration; this indicates that
H2O is being moved by some means away from the primary reaction
area. Alternatively, this may suggest that there are additional H2O-
producing reactions (beside that shown in Equation 10) driving the
production of water. Having made this observation, it would be in-
structive to visually explore additional correlation fields, constructed
from species involved in other H2O-producing reactions.
In Figure 9, isosurfaces of increasing H concentration are shown.
Isosurfaces of H, similar to H2O, highlight striations in the correlation
2The data for this example is extracted from an as yet unpublished simula-
tion of a lean premixed turbulent hydrogen flame, incoporating 9 species and
27 reactions.
(a) Oxygen (O2) concentrations (b) Perhydroxyl (HO2) concentrations (c) Correlation field for O2 and HO2
Fig. 7. We show slices through an ultra-lean premixed hydrogen flame combustion dataset. Unlike the methane combustion dataset, in which
burning occurs “evenly” along isotherms, combustion in the hydrogen dataset is very uneven and results in a characteristic “bubbling” shape.
Oxygen (O2) and perhydroxl radical (HO2) concentrations are shown in (a) and (b), respectively. The derived correlation field for these two gasses,
which highlights their turbulent interplay within the reaction region, is shown in (c).
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)
Fig. 8. These images depict increasing ((a) through (f)) iso-concentrations of water (H2O) colored by values from the correlation field of oxygen
(O2) and perhydroxyl radical (HO2) (see Figure 7(c)). As water concentration increases, the predominant correlation along the isosurface shifts
from strongly negative (blue) in (a), to strongly positive (red) in (f). This shift suggests that H2O concentration is itself positively correlated with
the O2-HO2 correlation. Local variations in this observed correlation (e.g., the bottom of the isosurfaces transitioning from negative correlation to
positive correlation faster than the top of the isosurfaces) are likely due to the fact that in the hydrogen dataset, unlike the methane dataset, burning
occurs unevenly along the isotherms. Such variations in combustion influences both the rates of reactions and the locations of reaction fronts. As
such, transitions in correlation are expected to occur at different concentrations in the isosurfaces of H2O (as this image depicts).
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)
Fig. 9. These images depict increasing ((a) through (f)) iso-concentrations of hydrogen radicals (H) colored by values from the correlation field
of oxygen (O2) and perhydroxyl radical (HO2) (see Figure 7(c)). Each isosurface exhibits striations in the correlation field (i.e., bands of negative,
zero, and positive correlation), and as H concentration increases, correlation increases within each striation (i.e., negative correlation tends to
become positive). This behavior suggests that H concentration is itself positively correlated with the O2-HO2 correlation. Image (f) indicates the
simultaneous existence of near-zero correlation (i.e., high entropy) and high H concentrations; in Section 5.2 we hypothesize that this combination
is a driving force in the reaction shown in Equation 9.
field that increase in correlation within each striation as the concen-
tration of H increases. These changes in correlation (from negative to
positive), that coincide with the increasing concentrations of H, sug-
gest a positive correlation between H concentrations and the O2-HO2
correlation.
Additionally, there is one significant difference between H and H2O
in reference to O2-HO2 correlation. Figure 8 suggests that the reaction
in Equation 10 is unable to drive H2O concentrations to their highest
values. In Figure 9(f), however, we see that the highest concentrations
of H correspond to regions of high entropy (i.e., near-zero correlation).
This is significant because the simultaneous existence of high entropy
with high concentrations of H suggests that (f) highlights a region in
which Equation 9 consumes significant amounts of H and produces a
significant amount of HO2.
6 CONCLUSION
We have presented a method that increases the utility of QDV tech-
niques. By mapping a correlation field onto the isosurfaces determined
by CDFs, we can visualize interactions between any three variables,
allowing trends between variables in a user’s query to be identified.
The set of experiments we have presented demonstrates the flexibility
of our approach in its ability to:
• hold a correlation field constant and explore the effects that vary-
ing isosurfaces may have (as we have shown with the hydrogen
data set), and
• hold an isosurface variable constant and observe its interactions
in varying correlation fields (as we have shown with the methane
dataset).
Query systems have the potential to solve many large-scale visu-
alization problems. In applications where the scientist only needs to
examine a portion of the dataset, or where the features of the data are
contained in a small region, query systems give a method by which
limited portions of a dataset can be accessed. Visualization techniques
that operate on these queries have tremendous potential to provide in-
sight and yield scientific breakthroughs with datasets, that up until
now, we could not have previously addressed.
Future work will focus on extending our method in two principle
areas. One important extension we are actively exploring is the abil-
ity to visualize correlation fields that represent relationships between
multiple variables. Identifying correlation between level sets colored
by the values from such fields, and the correlation represented by the
fields themselves, is a challenging task. Additionally, we are explor-
ing ways to combine our method with machine learning strategies so
that users will be able to identify and classify the correlations between
multiple variables and the important data intervals for these variables.
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